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 See notes on page 20 
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I 

 

I’m going to slip my sweet little poems 

Into your holiday basket, Anita. 

Fresh, flushed from the sun and by nature juicy –  

Please, savour them in the cool of the evening. 
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II 

 

So, we’re in Sorrento! For a while there, it was touch and go - 

Sharp changes in temperature:  

A chilly welcome at the airport, met by striking baggage 

handlers on a go-slow 

The conveyor belt like a sleeping serpent, belching the 

occasional bag from an earlier flight, keeps on repeating  

(Each time everyone gets unnecessarily excited)  

Finally we arrive at the Hotel Maria, all is fine. 

Today the short walking tour of the city, crocodile style, 

snaking down tiny alleyways (“the drains” as they call them) 

after our lovely guide 

Small shops fall over each other, spilling out pretty things to 

buy, but she tells us: 

“So much of our traditional craftwork is outsourced to China; 

we’ve been badly hit by the recession and the euro is bad for 

the Italian economy... No wonder there are strikes!” 

But just see! The cat up the tree, the lizard on the wall, the 

blue and yellow majolica tiles gleaming on the roof of the city 

hall 
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Finally free, we circle our way down the winding steps to the 

fishing village 

And note the votive offerings to Maria and the lady Anna for 

their gentle healing powers 

On our climb back, the day warms up even more… accosted 

by tipsy couples, cheeky waiters, shy young men and wide-

awake infants… 

Such tortuous ways of making connections. 
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III 

 

18th May 2014 

 

Anna, reading “Pompei” late last night,  

falls asleep over her book.  

Then wakes to the sound of explosions – 

and violent light: 

Clearly Vesuvius is erupting! 

She gets up to see the sights 

But is caught up in the curtains. 

I wake then to see her fighting her way out 

And open the french windows - 

In time for us to enjoy the fireworks  

from the cruise ship across the bay. 

And realise that, actually, 

Today is my birthday. 

Hurray! 
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IV 

 

Hello Didi, today Cápri: vaulted caves and topaz sea 

Where saints and film star villas  

perch inaccessibly 

And mountain goats graze vertically 

(how did they all get there?) 

Down in the town, check out the golden cobbled streets:  

Prada, Chanel, Alfa Romero, convertibly  

(and mafia incontravertably) 

Well –  

Hearts fluttering, we jumped on the sweet little chairlift 

Up to sunshine mountain, peace descending 

Finches sing, wild flowers dance 

Ferries far below weave their patterns to (and fro) the hive 

And paradise is ours for this small jewel of time. 

[She replies: Yay! (with sunglasses)] 
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V 
 

Amalfi Coast 
 

Nothing but lemons  
(much better than incomer oranges from Portugal) 

Lemon trees, lemonade, lemon pasta, even lemon juice viagra 
for sale on the edges of this breakneck drive 

(where houses, gardens and even swimming pools cling to the cliff 
side) 

Round alarming bends we go, with shocks, stops and starts, 
as Franco the coachman accommodates oncoming (and unnerved) 

traffic, with his motto “piano, piano”  

 
This (in)famously scary macho coastline 

where Ulysses survived by outwitting the Sirens on his way home 
from the Trojan war;  

with its thirty-six watchtowers en garde against the Saracen armies 
of North Africa; 

A haven of the Knights Templar (before setting off for the Crusades); 
The location of the 1943 RAF advance operation (to liberate Italy) - 

Today invaded by tourists, artists and economic migrants. 
(And now oleander trees are planted to absorb the carbon dioxide 

from traffic fumes). 
 

In crevasses on the mountain side  
we spy miniature shrines and nativity scenes with Christmas lights 

while, high across the bay, tiny white tombstones cluster like 
beehives.  

In Amalfi, it is First Communion,  
the cathedral bells call the faithful to prayer 

and families climb the steep steps to pay their respects to Mary. 
 

[See video clip here   http://youtu.be/80XoBT_StnM ] 

http://youtu.be/80XoBT_StnM
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VI 
 
 
 

See Naples and die, they say 
Now I know why! 

The levels of crime, pollution and unemployment are high 
Warring mafia factions misspend EU loans 

Railway workers go on strike 
North African migrants flog umbrellas off baby buggies 

Beggars are rife in the grimy (once glamorous)  
Galería Umberto 

(a wedding party inexplicably takes photos there among its 
fast food stalls and rancid air) 

 
If you dare to visit Naples – I hope you survive!  

 
 

[Napoli means New Town (once upon a time)] 
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VII 
 

Picture Interlude at the Archeological Museum (Naples) 
 
 

 

Apparently Roman sculptors used “an idealised body form” 

for all their work, topping this with the head of their sitter:  

ancient origin of the art of photo-shopping?  
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Inexplicable but immaculate sculpting… 
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Reminds me of someone special, in more ways than one… 
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And we all love our cats 

 

Even when they’re bad 
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VIII 

 

As we set off on our trip to Vesuvius 

Anne tells me of something mysterious - 

a little man with a brown suitcase visiting us  

(or at least our hotel’s reception desk… ;-) 

 

The winding road’s too narrow for two coaches  

to pass each other and thus ease the flow - 

plus the funicular has fallen into disuse 

while mafia gangs disagree on first principles  

(that is, “what belongs to us”) 

 

Vesuvius, now luxuriant, plant and animal life in abundance,  

spartan volcanic larva encouraging such diversity  

to clothe the tragedy of eruption, destruction (and corruption) 

(Apparently Spartacus and his army also hid out here,  

but somebody ratted on them) 

Time to set off again, coach park and road are snarled up 

The carbinieri2 are called to find those responsible, 

they collect fines, then leave everyone in the same  

predicament…petrified, with nowhere to go. 

 

This is Italy, says Anna, so cheer up! 

  

                                                           
2
 The carbinieri are the elite military police: “to get a job in the police, you need a relative working there” 
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IX 

 

Oh Ercolano! 3 

Seaside paradise for the wealthy, powerful  

- and insane - all perfectly preserved here 

under twenty-five metres of molten lava  

moving, without mercy, at sixty clicks an hour: 

awesome! 

Now, we tramp carefully along your streets,  

peer into your living rooms, visit your baths, while 

our expert guide tells us stories of decadence,  

decline and social mobility. 

The supplicant comes to ask the patrician 

for patronage in return for political support;  

the patrician buys slaves and then trains  

them up into estate or household managers 

(when freed, they become the new merchant classes); 

only working people use the fast food shops, as 

“nobles” eat at home with a vomitarium 

to hand (or mouth) - (dis)gorging on such treats 

as dormice, camel’s heel and flamingo’s beak. 

They mock the mad emperor “rock star” Nero: 

“I’ll be happy to die for maligning him -  

especially as it means I will no longer  

have to hear him sing!” 

 

                                                           
3
 Herculaneum was named after the demi-god Hercules who carried out 12 (almost) impossible tasks to 

redeem himself for committing acts against nature in a fit of madness 
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Social mixing takes place only at the baths, 

where it’s a case of “if you scratch my back…”; 

“Put bells on it” to disguise penis size and 

defuse “competitive” impulses. 

(Related urges are more than adequately  

catered for in every shape, price and prize). 

As male disgrace continues unabated, 

women gain greater freedom, with legal rights to 

inherit, control their own wealth, take lovers with impunity…  

and then all are covered in lava anyway. 

But while driving through modern Herculaneum 

or reading the Italian newspapers 

 or hearing stories from our local guide - 

Putin’s excesses, mafia (out of) control,  

inequalities and other iniquities -  

I’m not so sure that anything has changed much! 
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The many-headed Lernean hydra (as killed by Hercules) - 

fountain in the public baths at Herculaneum  
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X 

 

Lemonhello and goodbye, Sorrento! 

We spend our last morning shopping (of course) 

Limoncello liqueur,  

a lemon design pinafore with (bilingual) limoncello recipe, 

lemon n blue majolica house number tiles 

(wrapped in lemon-patterned paper) 

for my sweet little semi in Penistone 

A short visit to the church of Saint Antonio, 

(patron saint of lost and stolen articles) 

to see the tokens left in exchange or gratitude 

 for his intercessory power in times of crisis  

Then for a final light lunch at Caruso’s: 

sautéed shrimps, gnocchi, braided mozarella 

A group of businessmen celebrate nearby 

drinking white wine from a huge Methuselah  

(they share a friendly glass with us) 

 

Back on the coach to the airport, long check-in, 

then dash to the plane, good flight and we’re home again  

- only two hours’ wait for the luggage at Manchester - 

(Perhaps we should have left a votive offering?) 

 

Blues and lemons both, we still love Sorrento.  
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Restaurant Caruso 
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Note on the style of Catullus 

 

Catullus was writing towards the end of the Roman Republic (1st 

century BC) and became a leader of the avant-garde or “new poetry”. 

This was influenced by the style of the (earlier) Greek writer Sappho, 

breaking out of the more rigid epic (“Homeric”) poetic forms into a 

fresher, quirkier and more conversational style, addressing 

contemporary personal and political themes with brevity, gaiety and 

wit. The poetry is characterised by tight construction, playful use of 

genre, puns and allusions. Other stylistic devices include alliteration; 

diminutives; anaphora and tricolon (different forms of repetition). 

There is also interplay between different traditional poetic influences 

– comedy; tragedy; romance (or eroticism).  Basically, more or less 

anything goes! 

 

Well, inspired by faint memories of studying Catullus for ‘A level’ 

Latin back in the day, I tried to use at least some of these 

characteristics in my own collection of Italian holiday poems. I hope 

you are able to identify and appreciate some of them as you read 

through. 
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Interesting tree in Sorrento 


